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Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

SECTION _ I

All the first ten questions are compulsory. They carry 1 mark each

1 What rs the first deflvaiive of ln(a -, ' )?

2. Find 4i x'rv'=1oo.
dx

3. Derivative of (r) = l(#) with respect to x is

6. For what values of x, the power series i" 
"onu"rg"a.frnl

4. Find all values of c in the interval [3,5] that satisfy the conclusion of the Rolle's

theorem for the function f(x)=x'-Bx+15.

5 ltll 1=
\.;1n )

I
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r,R is the ra
c(,rvergerlCe of

Defrne absolute

iln x ax = '-

li rro,'t -d^i l

9

'10

drus of converEen
its derived series is

convergence.

er series tiren ii'e 'a{irrs cfce cI a po\

SECTION * II

Answer any eighi questions from arnong the questions 11 lo 22. These questions
carry 2 marks each.

i1. Find the position and nature ot the stationary points of the fulction
tlx)..2x3 3x? 35x ) 2

12 Using Leibnrtz's lheorem find ihe second Cerivatrve ol cos,< srn 2x .

1.1 Fiird the iniervals on whici. the functron i(.x)-;: 5t+6 is increasrng and
decreasing.

la. Let I(r r = l 
){ ' '' '. Fin<i the values of a and h sc that /will be differentiable at
zxt h x:'t

x-1.

15 Oeterrnrne whether the sefles ) 1 
- conue,oes.? (n')'

16 Drscuss the convergence of the series 
, .1- *- *. * ,'

'7 lnvestiEate the convergence of tne senes j.(2f]

, I Discuss the convergence ot the series )- ll .

1g Evaluate [tzx 5tl^ gldx.
)
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2i 4.i,,,.1.,i1i f)Clirl iI Dcinl:j:i, ira ii.Lerr,al iC,i] a.Jes iire iu:it,,.n ll,.:i 3r: 1

;1j':.jn,l ,ts 1./(..,.o 1,:. ,.-i'',

21. if lhe pc\{er s.tries P(x) convcrges for r-. (a h) Show ttrai 'lpt,l ar-.." ipi, U,
ial J

ccnvefEe for all x € (a. b).

- ,,1,22 Evaluale l, :'
:\'/'+:t'l

sccl toN - itl

Answer any six questions frorn among the questions 23 tc 31. These questions carry
4 rnarks each.

23. Let /ix)= x'i3, a 1, .)..8. Snou, that tnere is rrc point c rn (a,b) srich that
,. ftb\ f la\ -/1r) i r . Lxplain whlr the res:jit does nol contradict the lvlean-Value'ba

theorel]')

24 Find the radius of curuature at any pornt on lhe eliipse ". , 
y- - , !\i hat rs the

curvature when b= a?

25. lest whether the series ) "'nlt i. conreroeni or not.
-n

- 26 Evaluatc the surn )- 1-" an(n , tttn - i1

27 Sum the series S(d) - 1 r cos a + 999?! - 

=,lC 
'

28 Find the values of x for which the power series tr rU' ' #, converges.

29. Using integration by parts, find a relationship between tn and /. . where

i, Jh-x')'ox and n is any positive integer Hence evaluate I {(t r')'a'
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3" (a) frnd the length ol ihe curve 1 I from \ 0 to \ 2

30. Find the total are between the curve y.'1 x' and the x-axis over lfre nteryat

[0, 2].

31. Evaluate [lan' x dx .

SECTION _ IV

AnsvJer any two questions from among the questions 32 to 35. These questions carry
15 marks each.

32. (a) use the Mean-value theorem to prove that . Ir. tan ' r : x(x < 0).
1+ x'

(b) Find the voiume of the solid genemted by revolving the region houiided by
y.=lx and the liires y-1, x.-4 about the line y = 1.

(b) Find the Maclaurin series for xsinx.

34 (a) Fincj the area of the surface generated by resolving the ellipse l-t -,'164
about the x -axis.

(b) Find the volume of the solid generated when the region enclosed by
y -. ji, y = z and x = o is resolved about the y-axis.

35. (a) Find the Taylor series generated Oy ftr)=-! at I =2. Where does the

series converge to f(x)?

(b) Find the area of the surface generated by resolving the curve y=213,

0-x<] aboutthex-axrs.
2
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PY 1131.3 - MECHANICS AND PROPERTIES OF MATTER

(201 8 Admission onwards)
Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

1.

2.

PART - A

(Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carry 1 mark.)

Define radius of gyration.

When a metallic ball is compressed from the top and made into a disc, its
moment of inertia increases. Why?

3. The oscillation of a spring is simple harmonic. Why?

4. How do you distinguish plane progressive wave and stationary wave?

5. What do you understand by the neutral surface of a loaded beam?

6. How bending moment is related Young's modulus of the material of a beam?

7. What do you understand by Viscosity?

8. Deflne critical velocity with regard to the flow of liquid.

g. What is the reason for capillary action of liquids?

10. What is meant by surface energy of liquid surface?

(10x1=10Marks)
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PART _ B

(Answer any eight questions not exceeding a paragraph. Each question carries
2 marks.)

1 1 . State theorem of perpendicular axes.

12. A circular disc and a circular ring of same mass and radius slide down an inclined
plane, which one will reach the bottom first and why?

13. Obtain expression for the moment for inertia of a circular lamina or a disc about
an axis passing through its center perpendicular to its plane.

14. Explain principle of superposition with regard to wave propagation in a medium.

15. Write the expression for the time period of a torsion pendulum. Give an
application of torsion pendulum.

16. Explain the reason for the, lform of Girders?

'17. What is meant by shearing strain?

18. What is the condition that the motion of a pendulum is simple harmonic and why?

19. What are the differences between a simple pendulum and a compound
pendulum?

20. What is meanl by angle oJ contact? How it is related to the shape of liquid ' ^
meniscus?

21 Tiny drops of liquid are spherical while large drops have a flat sudace at the top.

whv?

22. Smaller air bubble will have a greater pressure inside, than a larger air bubble.

whv?

(8x2=16Marks)
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PART - C

(Answer any six questions not exceeding a paragraph. Each question carries
4 marks.)

23. A circular disc of has a mass of 1 kg and radius 0.1 m is rotating at the rate of 1 0
revolution in a second about an axis right angle to its plane and passing through
its center. Find the work done to double its speed of revolution.

24. A tod has a mass 1 kg. Find its moment of inertia about an axis passing through
the center of mass and perpendicular to its length. Given that moment of inertia
of the same rod about one end perpendicular to its length is 236 kg-m2.

The equation of a transverse progressive simple harmonic wave is

y = ss,nzn[^! ]l wfrere length is expressed in cm and f in second. Calculate' t004 40,
the wave length, amplitude and speed of the wave.

26. Calculate the energy radiated per unit volume in air by a plane^wave of frequency
256 Hz and amplitude I micrometer. Density of air = 1.29 kg/m'.

27. Calculate the work done in spraying a water drop of 1 mm radius into 1000
droplets of equal size. Given the surface tension of water to be 0.072 N-m.

28. What would be the excess pressure inside a small air bubble of 0.1mm radius
situated in water? Surface tension of water is 0.072 Nlm.

29. A light metal rod of length 50 cm and radius 1 cm is clamped at one end and
loaded with 10 kg. at the free end. Calculate the depression at the free end Take
Younq's modulus of the material to be 9 x 1010 N/m2.

30. Calculate the velocity of efflux of water from the bottom of a reservoir in which
the pressure is 1960 N/mz, above the atmospheric pressure.

31 . Water is flowing through a tube of 10 cm in diameter and 5 km in length at the
rate of 120 liters per minute. Calculate the difference of pressure at the end of
the tube to maintain the flow.

(6x4=24Marks)
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PART - D

(Answer any two questions not exceeding a paragraph. Each question carries
15 marks.)

32. Obtain the differential equation of a harmonic wave from the definition of SHIVI.
Hence find the equation for veloclty, acceleration and the displacement and
energy of the particle executing SHM.

33. Describe an experiment to determine the moment of inertia of a Flywheel.
Explain why the mass of a flywheel is concentrated at its rim?

34. Obtain the expression for the depression of a cantilever fixed at one end and
loaded at the free end.

35. Derive Poiseuille's formula and explain experimental method of determination of
the coefficient of viscosity based on Poiseuille's formula.

(2 x '15 = 30 Marks)
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First Semester B.A. / B.Sc. Degree Examination, November 2019

First Degree Programme Under CBCSS

English Language

Foundation Course I

EN 1121 : WRITINGS ON CONTEMPORARY ISSUES

(2016 - 2018 Admission)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

l. Answer all questions, each in a word or a sentence.

'1. What is NHRC?

2. What does the speaker mean when he says that "lv1y mother bore me in the
southern wild"?

3. What is ICCPR?

4. What did Nani do?

5. What is the significance of Patna conference resolution?

6. Who appears before the aulhor in her dream like state in "The Goddess of
Revenge.'?

7. Define the terms globalisation and localisation.

P.T.O.



8. What does the term freedom imply for the thirsty people?

9. What is alcohol withdrawal delirium?

'10. What are stimulants?

(10 ,. 1 = 
.tO Marks)

ll. Answer any eight questions, each in short paragraph not exceeding 50 words.

1'1. Explain the association between economic disparity and human rights.

12. What is the theme of the poem "The Little Black Boy"?

13. Discuss the case of Roop Kanwar.

14. Examine the author's depiction of society in the story "The Goddess of Revenge."

15. How does the author describe the grandmother's reaction on hearing the name
Nani?

16. Explain the effects of globalisation on lndia?

17. Describe author's views on the policy changes in the context of localisation.

18. Explain the symbolism in the act of stitching as depicted the poem "Freedom." i^\

19. What are the basic patterns in the usage of psycho-active substances?

20. Discuss the association betuveen alcohol and different mental health problems.

21. Why does the cup in the hand of the poet rattles like drum?

22. The tailor's idea of freedom.

(8x2= 16Marks)
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lll. Answer any six questions, each in a paragraph not exceeding '1OO words.

23. Explain the impact of globalisation on human rights.

24. Examine the poet's depiction of Nani.

25. Discuss the association between poverty and human dignity.

26. Explain author's views on "the varying forms of violence confronted by different
sections of women."

27. What are the views of Joseph E Stilgitz about pro-globalization policies?

28. What are ihe different treatment methods in alcoholism?

29. Examine the images and symbols used by Jeet Thayil to depict the life of an
alcoholic.

30. Discuss the attrocities encountered by the underprivileged women.

31. Write a short note on the etiology of adolescent substance abuse? .

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. Answer any two of the following in not less than 300 words.

32. Examine Gail Omvedt's analysis of violonce against women.

33. Examine the major themes portrayed in the poem "Nani."

34. Describe the process of localisation as discussed by Helena Norberg-Hodge.

35. Discuss N.R. Madhava L4enon's views on human rights and dignity.

(2 x t5 = 30 Marks)
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l. eo3 orcaeilcac o-roocclul oeire3 orcaJoroilcetc pccrooooeJco3e.

1 . sdllocol3os €Aorocoi c@rol

2.'[rncootoscodloe o,3cold' opro3oso-orncorcsml

3.'roococordcgaoroao oJdlgflgo' GmoougocoJceuo o-ldcuceoncccronocofl

4. croeJoadro 6,Oo!d6ocgc.LJe, c(Iocdl-cl{Dcoh
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o-:rqcoco?
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Time . 3 Hours l\,4ax. Marks r 80

sECl ioni - A

Answer all questions. Each carries t mark.

1. Oata taken from Agiicul'lural Statistics in lndia will be collsidcreo as
data.

2. Define Cartograms.

3 Points of intersection of the two Dgives corresponds io the

4. Data can be classified according to coloui'. They are measured on -
-.- sale.

5. For a frequency distribuiion define rth moment at.:out A.

6. Classiflcation baseC on time is called

7. Define G.M.

8. Deflne Coefficient of Variation.

9. State true or false : Variance is independent of change of origin and scale

10. Find arithmetic mean of the numbers 2,4,6,7,9.10,17.

(10 x 1='10 Marks)

l'_T_o.
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ts

I :,.,,r any eight questions Each carlies 2 mart(s.

- . l: liplain the merits of Sampling over Census.

12 Define Kurtosis and suggest a measure for it.

'i 3 \ryhat are the functions of Statistics?

14 10 is the mean of a set of 7 observations and 5 is the mean of a sst of 3
observations. Find the mean of the combined set.

'15. Define pictogram. Explain with the help of an example

16. Prove that for any discrete distribLjtion, standard deviation is not iess than mean
deviaiion from mean

i i Define histcgram.

1B Give any four sou!'ces of s€condary data

19 Exfilain Sheppai'd's correction for moments.

2c L-ist out any four Merits of t\4edian.

21 Represent r,ising appropriate Cragram

Student Name A B C D E F

Marks 72 66 35 76 29 50

22. ln a moderately asymmetrical distribution Mean is 24.6 and median is 25.1 find
the value of mode.

(8x2=16Marks)
SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each carries 4 marks.

23 Calculate Mean deviation aboul lvlean: 8.24.12,16,20.1O.

24 What are the limitations of Statistics?

25. Explain ratio scale and nominal scaie.

H - 2105



2C I crn:r.riai:1r..r-ir.e ],j, iaJiiii: iai ilr{,, iDllo',!inq o31.?

5. 15.51.'12 18.23.7,19 59.41 53,82,33.31 32 67,52,45 64.

27 Compute median

Class 0'6 7-13 142A 2i-27 28-34 35-41

f I 17 28 15 S 3

2E. Compare primary and seccndary data.

29 Explain the construction of a Pie diagram.

30 The first 4 raw moments of a distribution are 1 , 4. 10 and 46. Find the firsi four

central rnoments.

31. Draw a subdivided bar diagram foi the following daia.

Year Afts Science Law

2012 1AOA 1500 750

2013 1300 1400 500

2014 1650 1230 738

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION _ D

^'lnswer any two questions. Each carries '15 marks.

32. Find standard deviation and coefficient of variation for the following data.

Age: 0-6 6-12 12-'18 18-24 24-30

No. of Patients 5 7 18 25 17

33. (a) Explain different types of classilications with examples.

(b) Deiine tabulation. Explain different typ€s of tables.

H - 2105



34 Find O1. Q3, D4, P20 anri Pgll ior the followiirg ciau

Mark 25 35 40 50 52 53 67 75 tt)
No. of studenis 3 29 32 41 19 54 38 ?,9 27

35. Explain frequency polygon, and less than ogive. CcrstrLrci them with ihe heip af
an examPle.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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(2019 Admission)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 80

PART A

L Answer ALL questions, each in a word or a sentence :

1. What is dopamine?

2. What does the Section 64 of NDPS act state?

3. What is UTM?

4. Define Al?

5. When was the term secularism first used?

6. What is MSD and RSI?

7. When did the General Assembly adopt the Universal Declaration of Human

rights?

H-2028
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8. What does Adam Smith state about infanticide?

9. How did ageing in lndia increased exponentially?

10. Expand and define GNP. (10xl=10Marks)

PART B

ll. Attempt any EIGHT questions in not more than 50 words :

'l 1. Explain the different causes for drug abuse, state in the prescribed essay.

'12. Describe Alan Turing's contribution to artificial intelligence. a

'13. How does drug abuse affects the brain of the user?

14. What were the suggestions the author received regarding the steps lo cure her

disease?

15. Elucidate the different aspects of civil law.

'16. Why is the author sceptical regarding the use of smart phone?

'17. Explain the different economic and cultural rights.

18. Discuss the method of formulating the ratio of girls to boys in lndia. 1

19. What is Amartys Sen's views about the female-male ratio in difFerent parts of

lndia?

20. Explain the significance of infrastructure in old age care.

21 . What does the author state about 'boy-preference'?

22. What was the effect of globalization on China? (8x2= 16Marks)

H-202a I



PART C

lll. Attempt any SIX questions in around 100 words :

23. Describe Turing Test and its relevance in the context of artificial intelligence.

24. 
. 

Discuss the different exercise that the author did to cure her rotator cutf tear.

25. Describe the formation of the Universal Oeclaration of Human Rights.

26. Discuss the transition of total fertility rate in Bangladesh.

27. Explain the impact of female education in women empowerment.

28. Discuss the initiatives of China and South Korea in women empowerment.

29. What are the economic factors that influence geriatric care in lndia?

30. Give a brief overview about the impact of privatisation.

31. What is the effect of globalization on health care? (6 x 4 = 24 Marks)

PART D

lV. Attempt any TwO questions in not less than 300 words :

' 32. Give an overview of Samudranil Mukherjee's views on drug abuse.

33. Discuss the concept of artificial intelligence as put forth by Gareth Southwell.

34. Describe the evolution of written norms in human rights.

35. Critically examine P. Sainath's views about globalization. (2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

H-2028


